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WORK WITH THE PUBLIC IN AN INDUSTRIAL TOWN
(On the basis of the work of the Public Information Center of

O JSCMashinostroitelny zavod")

Open joint stock company "Mashinostroitelny zavod" (" MSZ") is
the manufacturer of nuclear fuel for 20 NPPs in Russia,CIS
countries and Europe; it is situated in 55 km to the east of Moscow
in a town called Electrostal that has the population of 150.000
people. "MSZ" is the major enterprise of the town which has some
more factories belonging to the chemical, metallurgical and machine-
building branches.

The Public Information Center of the factory arranged 6 years ago
informs the population of and public of the town of the technological
and ecological peculiarities of the nuclear fuel production and forms
positive attitude towards both, activities of the enterprise and atomic
energy as a whole.

Annually the Center is visited by up to 1.5 thousand people. Mainly
these are schoolchildren and students of colleges; this has certain
grounds. Understanding that the "pro-nuclear"orientation of the
mentality of people should be created during the period when their
general outlook is formed the center maintains constant links with all
the educational establishments of the town.

Really, each excursion of the students into the Center turns into an
open lesson on the main issues of nuclear physics ,energetics and
ecology. The Center has sufficient choice of demo materials in favour
of the atomic energetics and fuel cycle enterprises performing
services for it.These are NPP diagrams, dummy reactors, full-scale
dummy fuel rods and fuel assemblies produced by the factory, stands,
scientific popular literature, huge video fund including films on
nuclear energy . Video films made in the main workshops of the
eneterprise and demonstrating high degree of automation of the
processes providing for the good quality of nuclear fuel and high level
of nuclear and irradiation safety of the production are of the highest
interest.



Out of the Center the work with public is carried out in another
form,through the factory weekly paper "Energia" (3.5 000 copies)
spread around almost free as well as own TV-studio
"Pioneer"connected to the town cable TV-network for 2 000 users.

. The paper publications and TV broadcastings constantly enlighten
on the issues related to the optimization of the technology of the
nuclear fuel production, irradiation and nuclear protection means,
MC& A and PP of nuclear materials.

All forms of communication with the population use actions
traditional for the propaganda of nuclear energetics and put an
accent on a number of circumstances specific for the activity of the
factory and town life.In particular we stress in oral discussions,
newspaper articles and video films the idea that the enterprises of the
nuclear fuel cycle have such an complex of general machine-building
technologies that allows to establish in a very short term production
of items not traditional for the atomic industry in its workshops:
domestic appliances and equipment for many industrial
branches.This is best proved by the experienxe of O JSC "MSZ".
Here for the last five years 17 substituting production processes were
arranged the purpose of which was to preserve working places in
connection with the reduction of main production amounts. This
peculiar conversion allowed to avoid social problems and provide for
the work of the young people.For the past 3 years about 2.5 000 of
young workers and specialists were taken on.In our publications we
pay attention to one more social side of the activities of the factory
having stable domestic and foreign market for its main products.The
profit gained for the factory products made more than 2 trillion
roubles in 1996. Almost 80% of the town budget is formed by the
money paid as taxes by the factory .This money is used for the
development of the social infrastructure of the whole town in
sports,culture, health protection,education and house-holding.

We try to stress that the existance of our enterprise in the town and
its successful operation influence not only the welfare of its emplyees
but helps to improve that of all the town population.



The results of the social polls held in 1996 show that the best
majorityof the town population are positive as to the influence of the
OJSC "Mashinostroitelny zavod" on the different fields of the town
activities. Our task is to strengthen such confidence in future.
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